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Marcie Smith Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Looks to me like an alternative to substack is in order

LIKED (205) REPLY (7) SHARE

BigGuy49 Mar 18

Dr. Malone / Substack owners might want to look into Parallel Economy, the payment processor that

Dan Bongino has switched to and recommends.

https://www.paralleleconomy.com/we-are-john-galt/

LIKE (38) REPLY SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 18

We knew from at least 2020 that this payment processor problem could eventually harm SubStack.

I envision a time when SubStack will have to charge the writers up front for the bandwidth, rather

than take a percentage of earnings, in order to maintain the variety of authors.

The sad thing is that some of those freebie email providers have already decided that people don't

need to see SubStack, but no one thinks they should pay for a private email provider. If Yahoo, etc.

disappear the SubStack newsletters, what else do they remove?

Learn to trade services and materials with your neighbors, if you want to be more adaptable to what's

coming your way.

LIKE (23) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 Mar 18

Indeed, email in many cases is far from immune to censorship. We need to remember... When

something is offered to you for free, Chances are, YOU are the product, not the customer.

I've been using Protonmail myself, their VPN too, which I pay a subscription for.

LIKE (37) REPLY (4) SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 18

In my view, Protonmail is worth $ so far. They're expanding their product line quite a bit.

LIKE (14) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 Mar 18

Yes, I did have my choice in this confirmed by a guy, Glenn Meder, that does a lot of

research and writes about internet security/privacy issues and solutions. That is not to

say mine is the only solution, there are others too, but people need to look into this

stuff so they can make an informed choice. The bottom line is, one needs to de-

google and probably microsoft, apple, amazon and a bunch of others I've forgotten to

mention.
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weedom1 weedom Mar 18

I’m playing with a Virtual machine running Ubuntu OS. I think my next computer

will run that instead of Microsoft or Apple operating systems.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 Mar 18

Virtual machine? Is that one of those OSs that comes on a thumb drive and

you just plug and play? I was actually looking at something like that just a

few days ago.

Yes, I was dual booting Ubuntu on my windows machine... Jeez, probably a

dozen years ago. Ubuntu was pretty new at the time. It was pretty user

friendly as soon as it came out. I'm sure it's probably even better now. Then

my computer took a crap and I just got a new one loaded with MS and

called it a day. It takes a little more effort to run a Linux OS. I had gotten a

few more frustrations added to my life about that time so I went back to

doing things the easy way.

I do still think about starting in to Linux again sometimes. Trouble is, a lot of

time has passed since I quit and I've forgotten an awful lot of what and how

I used to do things. That might make it a little more of a challenge now.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 18

The VM runs on your computer within the existing OS and allows

another OS to be run inside it. I fire the VM up and then run Ubuntu

from an external drive. My way is to get a kid to assist with any new

operation that I can’t figure out for myself in a reasonable amount of

time 

😎

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 Mar 18

Ha ha... It's like those 12 year olds have a computer gene us old

farts didn't get. Probably some evolutionary thing I guess.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 18

They got weaned from the mom to a keyboard.
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Scriber Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Just would like to note--even when you pay for something, whether handsomely or

modestly, YOU are still most likely the product. I have been shocked at the organizations

who think they are entitled to pass on my personal info. Also--anything electronic can and

will be tracked.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Tom Wigand American Discerner by Thomas Wi… Mar 18

Startmail and Hushmail (one I use for commercial transactions / for receiving the inevitable

junk mail that follows; the other for more personal communications).

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

I was thinking of getting startmail. Do you like it? Is it user friendly? I have a proton

acct I no longer use as I just couldn’t get used to how it functions

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tom Wigand American Discerner by Thomas Wi… Mar 18

Pros and cons (like anything). It's from Europe, which appears to have better user

privacy laws than the U.S. (such are basically non-existent here).

Works pretty seamlessly, like any other email program (no complaints there).

I like to forward articles to a list of certain friends and acquaintances (e.g.,

sending this Dr. Malone column). Not a huge list - well under 100 - but Startmail

appears to be pretty aggressive in flagging outgoing BCC's over a certain

number as spam. That is likely not an issue for most people, but worth

mentioning if relevant to you.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

Thank you. This is very helpful. I don’t BCC too often, but that’s good to

know.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Scott McColloch Mar 18

I started paying for e-mail several years ago myself. I personally use the Australian cloud

based e-mail provider fastmail. For about $150 per year they keep me and my wife

connected and don’t scan our e-mail. I can also create aliases, a few additional accounts,

have lots of storage, and have access to cell phone apps to read your e-mail. Long ago I

was the geologist who had to learn unix system management because no ine wlse would. I

also set up a small unix based e-mail system. This was in the 90s so setting it up was a

nightmare fueled by a boss, who needed it right away. The sendmail client manual was

thicker than most telephone books of the time, but I got used to the flexibility and now

enjoy the flexibility that fastmail offers.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

pretty-red, old guy Mar 18

Yep, dead on Marcie.

Elon Musk needs another "outlet"!

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Craig Craig’s Substack Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Well-followed truth-Sayers all seem to be having censorship problems. What if they formed a co-op,

bought their own servers collectively? Amazon and a few others have capacity, but users would then

become like renters to landlords who can cancel the lease after the user is all moved in.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Rusti Mar 19

Two or three weeks ago, Dr. Eades moved his "The Arrow" from substack to another platform. His

motivation was problems he found in technical aspects of substack and a preference for the

alternative as he understood it.

It appears there are already alternatives. And now there will be incentives for others.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

I think so. Maybe move to Rumble. I think they also use parallel economy

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

deleted Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Comment deleted

Pat Orsban Infidels Ink by Pat Orsban Mar 19

thanks, saved the web site. I can send money straight to the good doctor, and ignore the rabid

leftist destroying substack

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

deleted Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Comment deleted

oldguy52 Mar 18

Careful now....

Let's not be shifting responsibility for bad behavior onto people who don't deserve it. We

(commenters) are doing nothing wrong here. The wrong doing is all coming from Stripe

and it appears Substack may be complicit rather than just naive, which is becoming more

apparent as Doc digs deeper into the who's who and what not of the matter.

I haven't been here a long time but from what I see there are a lot of ideas that get floated

around here that might not see the light of day if there is no place for group conversation.

That, it seems to me, is important.

It seems we need to find some one with conservative leanings who has their own system

of servers. Perhaps a conversation with the people at Rumble might open up some

possibilities. There is a lot of blogging software out there with commenting capabilities, so

that shouldn't be much of a problem.

That said, Doc, I do hope you've got all your stuff backed up on something you own

yourself that isn't easily hackable.

LIKE (32) REPLY (4) SHARE

T. Mar 18

Hey Oldguy52. Speak for yourself !

You may be doing nothing wrong here, but I ALWAYS AM doing something wrong.

Just ask my wife, and she'll vouch for me !

T.

8-)

LIKE (9) REPLY (2) SHARE

Pat Orsban Infidels Ink by Pat Orsban Mar 19

if you are not mocking rabid leftist perverts and other democrat cult vermin, you

are not typing hard enough
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oldguy52 Mar 18

I'm sure my Bride would concur with yours if she could express her thoughts as

she'd like to.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Mark Stair | tipit.io Truer Info Mar 18

The wrong doing to stripe is from government and pharma. You KNOW stripe is being

pressured just like social media companies were pressured as evidenced by today's

supreme Court hearing.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

I haven't seen the SCOTUS hearing yet, so can't comment on that.

I wouldn't care to guess if it's Stripe that's out of line here or if they're being

prodded by the gov't/pharma. Doesn't matter to me. What matters is, they are

not standing for free speech. I have understood they have some connection to

google so it's not much of a stretch to expect them to wander off the free speech

reservation.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mark Stair | tipit.io Truer Info Mar 18

Yes, they are absolutely violating free speech which includes free (legal)

commerce. However, they will cause much damage to true democracy and

free speech before the judicial system can overturn. The govmt, financial

systems, and corporates are continually and aggressively violating our

constitutional rights. Note that it's BOTH left/right Democrats/Republicans.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

oldguy52 Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

That's the lefty playbook. Throw a ton of crap against the wall knowing

all the while it's blatantly unconstitutional, also knowing quite a bit of

irreversible damage will be done in the lag between implementation

and the inevitable overturning by the courts. The damage may not be

total, but it is most certainly not trivial.

Hopefully the new members of the RNC leadership (Lara Trump, et al)

will do a better job of vetting their members now.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

I’m with you. If we can’t comment then our voices are going unheard and that’s

something we’ve been fighting.
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deleted Mar 18

Comment deleted

oldguy52 Mar 18

That would be a good thing. The next question one might want to ask is, who's

hosting the website. It's not easy these days to be sure who is batting for which

team.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

deleted Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Comment deleted

oldguy52 Mar 18

Oh, Lord.... Don't even get me started on the

hydroxychloroquine/Ivermectin debacle. The people that pushed that

hoax should be found guilty of crimes against humanity. How many

died needlessly over that? It's a big number.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

JB Mar 18

Dr. Mercola is quitting this tripe.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 18

I wonder if Mercola's decision to offer refund all paid subscriptions to SubStack is

based on getting a little notice from Stripe. He's leaving the SubStack open, though.

He has given Stripe a lot of work to do. The SubStack, as a non-income producer, is a

storage and processing heavyweight.
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Cheryl B. Mar 18

I didn’t make the connection till you said it, but now I think you’re onto to

something!
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weedom1 weedom Mar 18

Hopefully his move is ‘noticeable’.
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Cheryl B. Mar 18

🤞🙏
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Patricia Mar 18

Good question- I also don’t want to see the doctors, authors, & subscribers put in another

“tough-spot” - which way do we go?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

deleted Mar 18 · edited Mar 19

Comment deleted

JB Mar 18

Ditto. Bite the bullet, baby.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Robert Mareing, Au.D Robert’s Substack Mar 18

I can afford to lose the cost of a year of Substack; in fact, I will lose the cost of

another subscription - that of Mattias Desmet, who has posted 1 entry to his paid

accounts in several months. I will look for Dr. Malone to find another platform.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Joanne L Bachmann Mar 18

This is outrageous.

Back to the future.....please arrange a PO Box to which checks can be sent.

LIKED (113) REPLY (6) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

good idea, thanks

LIKE (63) REPLY (5) SHARE

Richard Mar 18

I prefer to send checks instead of using cards.

LIKE (30) REPLY (3) SHARE

DTT Mar 18

Money orders are even better. No nosy banks prying into your checkbook transactions. You

can pay cash for a money order for about $1 at Walmart or USPS.

LIKE (21) REPLY SHARE

Sherry 1 Sherry’s Substack Mar 18

We ALL need to go back to snail mail. Boycott Stripes!

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

The only thing I don’t really like is sending a personal check via mail. I experienced

check fraud in Dec 2022 and things were a nightmare for at least 3 months

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Scriber Mar 18

Use a money order--available at most supermarkets, Walmarts, the Post Office,

some convenience stores.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Debby Mar 18

I prefer sending checks too Richard, however I want to find a safe parallel bank to open an

account just for the purpose of paying for things like Dr. Malone's legal fund and candidate

election donations. Does anybody know of a bank that fits with our Constitutional right to

privacy?

LIKE (7) REPLY (5) SHARE

Mona Mistric The Story of the Fig Tree Mar 18

Old Glory Bank

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Jean Mar 18

I have no idea for sure but would a credit union acct serve as a viable option?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Debby Mar 18

Thank you Jean, I will look into that. I did check out "Old Glory Bank" they are a

parallel economy bank, however at this time they do not have an option for a

checking account.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert Mareing, Au.D Robert’s Substack Mar 18

I've looked into them, briefly. Maybe an option for my account, as I have

developed a dislike for BofA.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Richard Mar 18

I don’t. Likely there are none anymore. In this age of fascism everything has been

captured by deep/administrative state tentacles
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villageid villageid’s Substack Mar 18

https://oldglorybank.com/

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

Do they issue a debit card?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

villageid villageid’s Substack Mar 18

Check out their website. They do it all.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

Thanks, will do!
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LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

I’ve wondered the same and my guess is there isn’t one yet

LIKE REPLY SHARE

DTT Mar 18

Yes, perhaps you could dispense with paid subscriptions on substack and publish for free, and

current subscribers like myself can mail money orders to you directly.

And substack can eat cow manure and die.

Also, please look at Old Glory Bank and perhaps we could Zelle subscription/dinationmoney to

you. 

😍

LIKE (14) REPLY SHARE

Jean Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

I did manage to make a one time donation. I can appreciate that there will likely be an ongoing

need. As I'm able could likely make as needed or quarterly donations. These matters are VERY

IMPORTANT for all of us! It would be very helpful to

have an ongoing access to make additional donations. Let us know if there will be a way.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Jennifer Beebe Mar 18

Yes a physical address we can send checks to! We want to help you in this fight!!! 

🙏🙏🙏

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Desdichado Mar 20

Cheques are a bit tricky for those of us overseas. And you’d have the hassle of your bank having

to settle cheques in foreign currencies.

Maybe make your Substack free, and use a different payment processor linked to your own

website. Give Send Go? Sounds like there are others. Hopefully ones that don’t gouge you. I

hate most payment processors. Never use PayPal. I’d simply send payment by EFT from my

bank to yours, but the US is so restrictive, and doesn’t participate in the network. I mean, I can

send direct to a bank in India (from Australia), but not to one in the US.

Anyway, you wouldn’t have to give the 10% to Substack anymore.

Re-post your ‘Stacks to your website. Rumble is launching a new Cloud service soon, so let

them host you in future. Keep cross-posting to X. It has greater reach than Substack anyway.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Debby Mar 18

I like this idea very much. I thought Substack was safe but they failed in the banking department. I

had never paid attention to "Stripe" , Substack needs to end that relationship ASAP.

LIKE (17) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

I think if Substack is truly committed to free speech etc, they should transition to Parallel

Economy and sever their relationship with Stripe.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Margaret Galvin Mar 18

That sounds like old fashioned common sense. Just bypass stripe altogether.

LIKE (16) REPLY (1) SHARE

Joanne L Bachmann Mar 18

exactly

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Patricia Mar 18

I like this idea!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sheila Caldon Sheila’s Newsletter Mar 20

Not a bad idea.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

And maybe give send go for those that prefer a card payment form

LIKE REPLY SHARE

mike Myhre Renew your View Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Stripe is an evil company. I have first hand experience.

Recently someone hacked their site and we started getting 1000s of receipts for transactions all less than

a dollar. Stripe put the money in our account and we needed to tell them to block the Bangladesh website

that had hacked their site. We opened a trouble ticket with them and they refused to refund the money.

None of this used our site, only stripe servers. Stripe didn't detect this attack coming from another

country. They still refuse to discuss it with us to this day. We are not the only business that has had this

problem. Others are on the hook for transaction charges totaling over $70,000 and stripe is suing them

for those charges.

LIKE (63) REPLY (1) SHARE

glissmeister Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

All corporations are predator agents of its shareholders.

That is what they are for.

They serve no other purpose in their life as a non-human alien person. The chartering government

only allows the creation of corporate person entities to this end: to collect taxes and distribute them

to the government, free of charge to the government as a service in kind, and without fail.

Even non-profits and other forms of "tax exempt" corporations, both public and private, collect

payroll and pay matching and other taxes to the enabling governments. There is no escape. This is

why they exist. This is the controlling reality; a totality of control like no other.

The more taxes you collect and distribute to the government, the more immune to prosecution you

become. Should the corporation do its worst, then the most that will happen is its executives will pay

millions to the legal profession and the shareholders will be robbed by the executive fiduciaries of the

corporation to pay tribute in penalties to the government should government prevail in court.

Alien non-human persons are a thing. A most pernicious and dangerous thing. Especially the

Zombies that are too big to fail; that trample whatever they may; that are a veritable fountain of other

people's money filling the trough to sate the insatiable who stay drunk on their predatory largesse.

Forget the illusions of branding and political jingoism and cliche. This is what it is.

What it is and can only be. Much good can and has come from it.

The hard problem is managing the malignancy that personality disorders unleash in the entity. It is

the cancer that eventually destroys every human institution, whether a family or a great nation.

Nothing scales quite like it. This also forms the root of all iatrogenic death and democide. Not some,

but all instances in history are driven by this human phenomenon.

LIKE (17) REPLY SHARE

SR Miller Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

DocM: Berenson raised this issue last week.

Collaboration?

Julie Kelly

Any number of free speech content providers on SubStack - class action.

LIKE (53) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

yes, there are a number of responses which are now being triggered by this action.

LIKE (46) REPLY SHARE

Karen Baetz Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

This was inevitable...however, if for some reason they're able to implement these evil measures, there are

many other ways we can support you financially..there are banks who don't play these games. You can

drop the pay wall on Substack to continue writing and informing and we can financially support you

through other means.

LIKE (51) REPLY (1) SHARE

T. Mar 18

Parler had issues, and drove conservatives away after it was made public our words woukd be

reported to the evil empire, and our identities disclosed.

I dumped amazon and paypal right then and there

LIKE (21) REPLY SHARE

James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Mar 18 · edited Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

You know what really sucks, as a conservative, any little pleasantry that you seem to get from anything in

this country, turns into a war on your first amendment rights. You Dr. Malone have built this platform which

has taken an extreme amount of time, effort, and heart to get it to this point of success. In one swoop a

communist totalitarian company, Stripe, that knows they are going to cause huge waves with their new

tyrannical rules, are forcing people to make a decision. Do I want to submit to their bullshit or live without

this great platform. I have to give it to the communist tyrants, they relentlessly just can’t leave people

alone. They push and push and poke and poke. From the beginning of Covid I have used this platform as

therapy. I must be honest with all of you, you have all become like family to me, I have found that I like to

write, I like to read!!! I’m not saying I write well but I do enjoy it!!! One of the problems I see with finding an

alternative, again I will be honest, and maybe there is one, but sub stack as a platform is really set up well

to promote interesting people with ideas that people want to hear and write about. The great negative to

sub stack for doing this is they will force people to create alternatives, I just don’t think that will happen

quickly. But as they say where there is a demand there will be someone bright enough to come up with a

new solution. So I am in with you, fight to stay as anonymous as possible to Stripe and I have donated to

your defense fund. I pray for your success. J.Goodrich

LIKED (43) REPLY (4) SHARE

MA Mar 18

"they relentlessly just can’t leave people alone" yes, it is a type of sickness, a voracity for power and

control, a hunger that never can be satisfied until everything has been consumed. Scary as #ell.

LIKE (15) REPLY SHARE

Jennifer Beebe Mar 18

As usual so well said James! I am with you Doc no matter what! Will be donating to your defense

fund as well! Stay strong Doc as your voice is truly INVALUABLE! God bless you!

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Barbara Lekowicz Barbara’s Newsletter Mar 19

You always seem to find the words, James. I get sick to my stomach every time another stab at our

freedom surfaces but cannot always articulate my feelings. That’s why I love to read my fellow

conservatives writings on Dr Malone’s columns. So many others can write what I am feeling! Keep it

up, please!

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Mar 19

Thank you Barbara, it’s hard to not have such mixed feelings with everything going on including

sub stack allowing their collections company to gather such intrusive information on people like

us. It reminds me of the Jefferson quote, “When people fear their government there is tyranny,

when a government fear the people there is liberty”. So I must have faith that speaking gives us

power. When we become silent then we become subjects.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

I share how you feel. Substack has helped keep my sanity and it’s like extended family here. Btw, you

are a great writer!

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Mar 18

Thank you Cheryl, but there are so many brilliant people on Dr. Malones sub stack I just do my

best to try to keep up with all of you!! I really hope that Stripe backs off. I can not think of any

reason for them wanting this info except for nefarious motives and reasons.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

You’re Welcome! I doubt Stripe will back off, so Substack needs to make a decision about

their relationship with them and I’m not too hopeful on that either. Yes, so many brilliant

people on here so I’m feeling a bit sad, if we lose that.

LIKED (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Mar 18

I would be very sad as well…

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

deleted Mar 18 · edited Mar 19

Comment deleted

James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Mar 18

Thank you Terri always think of you for your boldness!! I’m still holding out hope

somehow this works out.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Lisa Batzle Mar 18

Et tu, Substack?

LIKE (46) REPLY (3) SHARE

Swabbie Robbie Mar 18

To paraphrase the Ides of March "I have come, not to praise Substack but to bury it."

Heady times we are living in here on the eve of destruction.

LIKE (21) REPLY SHARE

Sam Hilt Paradigm Wars Mar 19

You put your finger on it, Lisa. This is not mere villainy—it's an act of treachery. Dante reserved the

lowest rung of hell for those who betray the friends who trusted them.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Mar 18

Love your comment Lisa!!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Frederick Wrightson Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Looks like it’s time to find a new home. I believe that many have already departed sub-stack (I didn’t know

why but perhaps i now have the answer)

LIKE (33) REPLY (1) SHARE

SR Miller Mar 18

"Locals," an entity similar to SubStack that is owned/hosted by Rumble or the company that owns

Rumble.

Mentioned Berenson earlier - he was approached to move his SubStack, "Unreported Truths," over

to Locals.

I dare say that this audience/readership would follow. I haven’t checked out Locals, yet, as I’m already

overextended with the info I’m trying to pay attention to. But, one data point can be interesting, when

similar data keeps recurring…

LIKE (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

Good idea! I’m on Locals. It has its downsides functionality-wise but I’m on it more and more

these days

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

SR Miller Mar 18

Turns out, I have an account on Locals - went to peruse as a guest, if that was possible and

a login prompt popped up from my password manager. Who’da’thunk 

🤷

Yes, functionally, SybStack is better.

I have enough on my plate,,small as it is, without going in search of alternatives.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Ana González Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Doctor Malone, I'm like the sandpiper. I usually test the waters before I participate in any group, venue or

organization.

That being said, this is the ONLY SUBSTACK that I am a paid subscriber.

I'm now worried about how this TERMS OF SERVICE will affect the sharing of my personal financial

purchases and information?

If the information of your subscribers will be impacted, then IMHO, I think 

🤔

 that a CLASS ACTION

LAWSUIT is in order!!!

LIKE (32) REPLY SHARE

Ohio Phil 4:6-7 Ohio’s Substack Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Interesting, but sadly not a surprise…

Stripe reached out to our BHRT clinic a week ago and did a full review of our workflow for telemedicine

encounters including an ask for all of our providers credentials and licenses, including DEA registration

info. They also wanted to know details regarding any relationships we have with pharmacies, a sampling

of any questionnaire’s we utilize as part of telemedicine consultations, details regarding our HIPAA

compliance, Synchronous video capabilities, how quickly we are able to schedule patients, our plans to

expand, details of how scripts are filled, etc.

We are cognizant of telemedicine’s potential to be abused by unscrupulous clinicians or pharmacies, but it

did feel like it was a bit of an over reach for our payment facilitator to be gathering information that seems

more appropriate for review by our State’s Board of Medicine. Under who’s guidance did they receive the

parameters to evaluate our answers and documentation? They are a payment facilitator, not a medical

regulator!

The only two questions of the 15 required that seemed appropriate for their role in our business was the

questions on our refund policy and our transaction fraud protection processes.

Like Dr. Malone, we can’t afford to lose the only electronic payment provider that is fully integrated with

our EHR. Since we have 5 years of good relations with them, we proceeded and everything went fine with

our “review”. However, we are in the alternative medicine space and with all that has transpired the last 4

years and now with Dr. Malone’s report above, we think this is likely the first of many future intrusions by

private firms on behalf of public regulators.

Having your income potentially cut off while you mount an expensive defense of a dubious civil matter is a

potentially devastating tool for self censorship or outright destruction of competing thoughts, ideas, or

medical therapies.

God Bless Dr. Malone!

LIKED (32) REPLY SHARE

T. Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Hey doc.

If you stay on substack, email me your address, and ill mail you a check or cash direct.

If you dont take cash, how about some bags of emu or horse feed? Or i can swing by and clean out a few

stalls of horse poop.

I have no issue going back to bartering, should it be necessary

LIKE (30) REPLY SHARE

jarombra Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Would it make sense to move to Locals, which is owned by Rumble? I'm already paid-subscribing on

Locals for Bret Weinstein and Kim Iversen, so maybe that's the new dissident Substack.

LIKE (25) REPLY (2) SHARE

Fritz Mar 18

Dan Bongino, also involved with Rumble (and Locals) has a payment processing system aptly named

"Parallel Economy."

LIKE (20) REPLY (2) SHARE

Nicole Lumsden Mar 18

Dan Bongino's payment processor was horrible to us. It was called Fortis. No offense to him, but

they charged us for 2 months of non-use (we never received the equipment we needed to even

take a credit card) and refused to refund the money. I hope Revere is worth our time, we are a

small mom and pop and so far only Square has worked for us.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

T. Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

He was part of Parler as well, and he got reamed by Slammazon because of their hosting.

He caved in and gave access to subscribers info, which is why most people left Parler

during the shutdown.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18

That’s how I learned about all mentioned. Been following him for almost 5 years. He’s warned

about Stripe

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 18

I looked at locals and it appears that Stripe is their payment processor. They also have an internal

currency called coins which you can purchase at 10 per dollar.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

jarombra Mar 18

Well damn. Let's just send the Malones a check in the mail then.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 18

Or money order to keep eyeballs off your account number while it's in transit.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Shelley Mar 18

I subscribed to TTV on Local. The Coins were used to allow the payer to add comments.

Jumped off that sight after the 2022 election losses.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

glissmeister Mar 18

Substack is done; it's over. Time for a rethink that learns from the magic that made Substack successful.

There needs to be a dedicated medical science and policy forum to replace it.

Start thinking about what that looks like.

LIKE (22) REPLY SHARE

Tareq I. Albaho, PhD Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Thank you for sharing this alarming news. I have not heard this from any other Substack author.

I was not aware of the monopoly agreement between Substack and Stripe, and cannot imagine why such

an arrangement should exist.

In return for their 10%, I cannot think of any reason why Substack cannot just pay their authors directly

instead of via an intermediary.

It is also alarming that Substack is emplying a "Head of Politics". Why? This is beginning to sound like the

extra luggage type staff that cleared out of Twitter when Elon Musk moved in.

And it is alarming that Stripe is demanding past transaction history. This is highly intrusive and cannot be

justified on any KYC basis.

As a paying subscriber, I am happy to divert my subscription fee to your legal defence fund.

LIKED (17) REPLY SHARE

William Watson William’s Substack Mar 18

Damn, I was just starting to like this place. I chipped in Doc. Hope it helps

LIKED (21) REPLY SHARE

American Citizen Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

This is just another harbinger of more to come...the Feds are learning to love the electronic payments

systems as they have companies willing to work in conjunction with them to target certain citizens that

don't support the narrative of the ruling party (communists aka democrats). I'm not a writer, never heard

of Substack until I started following Dr. Malone on his journey of discovery of the corruption in the big

pharma arena and as he expanded his knowledge to all the other corruption that is rampant. Short story is

he is doing the right thing of; 1) notifying us his reader base, 2) hiring a good experienced attorney, 3)

asking for help, and 4) reality is that we need a parallel economy/platforms. For now I suspect Stripe is in

pause, trying to determine what to do with Dr. Malone...corruption works best in the dark, and Dr.RM is

putting light on it, so they are figuring out what to do. I've invested millions in legal fees over the years on

intellectual property/business issues. Delicate balance right now, if he drops substack, then they win

without a fight, and they go to the next person and do the same thing. The issue with fighting

stripe/substack, is it costs a lot of money/time/stress. My gut read is a leopard doesn't change its spots,

correct...even if you get a reprieve from substack/stripe, it is temporary...evil is patient...they just keep

grinding away. One way or another, we all need better truthful platforms, and sooner or later even they

may get compromised as they dance with the devil to grow their business, or, they unwittingly bring in an

investment partner that starts taking them in a new direction. Very clandestine. The fight is not hopeless,

if we give up, then it is over...it is never over when we continue to fight. The left provides the illusion of

freedom. A great movie is The Illusionist.

LIKE (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

Barbara Lekowicz Barbara’s Newsletter Mar 19

Excellent!!!
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LIKE REPLY SHARE

Robert Alandt Mar 18

Fight these bastards. Find an alternative to substack and Stripe. There are many credit card processors

out there.

LIKE (19) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

yes, and we use Revere. But Substack will only use Stripe.

LIKE (20) REPLY (2) SHARE

Carl Mar 18

I also like the idea of only using a pro Free Speech bank such as Old Glory Bank as a safe(r)

place to protect checking against de-banking fanatics.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Ana González Mar 18

Have you considered looking at a partnership with Public Square or MyStore?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Steve C Mar 18

This might be huge. If verified ( no offense, but we need to hear from others too. As always) then substack

needs to move to another financing entity. Its subscribers and writers should have no problem with any

inconvenience.

LIKE (18) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

there are others, and apparently these include Berenson

LIKE (21) REPLY SHARE

Lekimball Lekimball’s Newsletter Mar 18

OMG, there is no end to this leftist bureaucracy and their "by any means necessary" grab for power. Just

when you think you are making headway, they do this. Hopefully, there will be an alternative to Substack

and this "Stripe" garbage, but you are right to do what you are doing. I already subscribe all I can afford (I

won't tell you my sad tale of what this government has been doing to me), but will not stop supporting

you. Keep us posted.

LIKE (17) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lekimball Lekimball’s Newsletter Mar 18

ps. Not sure how the Kushners figure into this picture. I'm pretty sure Trump is not into a social credit

thing or limiting free speech.

LIKE (11) REPLY (3) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

read and understand.

LIKE (16) REPLY SHARE

richardw Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

What? This is like those who defend Biden because “ he’s just an old man “. Trump did not turn

his administration over to his snake son in law at gun point he did it willingly. Oh and read up on

the bragging Jared did about handling covid. I’m waiting for someone to raise the question with

trump as to whether his new administration will include his son in law.

LIKE (12) REPLY (1) SHARE

American Citizen Mar 18

Not everyone knows what their son-in-law is involved in, and not everyone that's an

investor into a company knows what the company is doing. Plus, being a former CEO,

oftentimes you are lied to. There are evil executives and there are one's that are clueless

about the nefarious things their organizations are doing. Like many elected officials learn

after they are elected...it is the non-elected bureaucrats that run the government...just ask

the alphabet agencies. Of course, most of this is cloak and dagger and never admitted

to...ask Fauci. All us wise people on here already know this, and Dr. Malone knows even

more as he is subjected to it firsthand. I've read and listened to him enough, he sees the

big picture along with the tactics of the day to day.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Cheryl B. Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

I don’t think so either and my guess is he’s not on the best of terms with his SIL anymore and his

Daughter has not been very visible these days in the Trump camp, but that’s just my hunch only

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

weedom1 weedom Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Interesting coincidence. It behooves this natural products writer to be aware of what the ubiquitous

Joseph Mercola is up to. He has announced that he is offering refunds of all paid SubStack subscriptions,

and moving his paid-only archives (which I could not see) back to his website. He is opening up all the

content for free. Some spiritual epiphany and perhaps life milestone might be involved. However, this is

occurring now, and Stripe probably has been given lots of refund work that coincides with various

negative responses they might lately be receiving from other SubStack writers. Hopefully SubStack is

able to contract with an alternate payment processor, and quell the latest cause of unrest.

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

ED Mar 18 · edited Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Outrageous! Targeting "selective authors" says it all. The march to tyranny continues but so does the

resistance. You and Jill put on your "armor of GOD" (Ephesians) a long time ago. Now it is time for the rest

of to do the same with our friends and families, in our neighborhoods and churches wearing it openly and

proudly like the Dr's. Malone do every single day. Let's not focus on our own suffering but to the

disobedience to GOD and the commandments by our aspiring rulers.

The P.O. Box idea mentioned previously is a great idea. March on Malone's!

LIKE (11) REPLY SHARE

Donna RBG Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

I think it’s time to go with prepaid Visa card from the big box store to purchase online.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

53rd Chapter Mar 18

Stripe is beyond redemption. Substack needs to figure it out - real quick-like.

LIKE (14) REPLY SHARE

Kathleen Vee Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Thanks Dr. M for explaining in detail this situation. I will keep my subscription active until whatever time

you warn us to turn it off to protect our own bank accounts from this awful government intrusion! Please

keep us informed! And God bless you and Jill and keep you both safe!

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

D A KESTER Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

What an outrage! I could be mistaken, this sounds like the creep of digital dollar surveillance aka "Fed

Now." Very appropriate to retain counsel with expertise in this highly technical legal area to help you

navigate these novel issues. Are Mr. Meuser and his firm also expert in First Amendment issues, e.g.

retaliation? Have you made contact with members of Congress? What about crowdsourcing legal fees

that may accrue? Can Mr. Meuser advise on this? Thanks for the update; please keep us posted. Try to

stay calm and focused. It will take a while to resolve these issues, prepare for a long battle. Fight fiercely.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

crowdsourcing - see button at bottom of essay

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Debra Nolasco Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Dr. Malone - you might want to read this article (The Regime v. America) about what is happening to

attorneys defending conservative clients & issues in this country, starting in

California...https://americanmind.org/salvo/the-regime-v-america/

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Debra Nolasco Mar 18

I think you'll also appreciate this recent video featuring Neil Oliver ("There's a Storm

Coming")...https://makismd.substack.com/p/video-neil-oliver-theres-a-storm

LIKE REPLY SHARE

shawn shawn663@substack Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Youtube takes down content considered contrary to community guidelines. Those guidelines are written

not by the community but by themselves as representatives of "insert agency here".

Ok, so they fracture youtube into the corporate believers, the compliant,the good user, Those that dissent

go to Rumble(under attack) The result a database of easily manipulated(youtube) and one of

dissenters(Rumble+) both groups now corralled .

Substack is fracturing the user with a different less obvious cudgel, end goal is the same the optics very

different.

In the end this works to their advantage, they corral the compliant, they corral and exclude those that

aren't.

Why does this matter, it matters for the same reason you corral cattle, Emu's , horses,,, you know who

they are, where they are. what they have eaten.

!-The obvious solution is to partner with Rumble, establish Rumble as the goto Essay platform a video

platform and a payment platform.( I prefer this solution)

Is Elon outside of what I assumed he signed as a Non Compete when he sold paypal. if so start,,, Freedom

Financial Fund Global' payment processing without political limits. (kinda catchy but my second choice).

Regardless to Dr.Malone, Dr.Glaspool my sympathy. I will continue to support you, start your own charity if

needs must. They(corpmonarchy) are desperate and this abuse proves it.

IVERMECTIN/Hydroxy work. Who knew, When did they know, Who suppressed it.

Accountability Now,Now,Now

Shawn663

P.S. Sub/Stripe are obviously turning over authour details to the various security agencies, I have

suspected that, it appears I am correct.

LIKED (10) REPLY SHARE

Teresa Mar 18

Am glad you're fighting this. However, just tell us where to go to read what you write if the overlords use

lawfare to endlessly drain you and others.

LIKE (13) REPLY SHARE

Michael Putbrese Mar 18

I'm a small town banker in Southern Illinois. Last week attended the Federal Home Loan Bank of

Chicago's user meeting. Was at this meeting two years ago they had a paid speaker talking about Central

Bank Digital Currency, (CBDC). After this meeting I became more involved in this topic, and am on the

"payments committee" of our State community banking association. CBDC is the end all of community

banking, and it has to be the number one topic for bankers, but I find very few are up to speed on this, and

even less of the general public. I hate to hear about this invasion of your financial privacy by Stripe, and

urge you to not submit to their demands.

Back to the FHLB meeting last week. They now have a black out on discussing CBDC, and the CEO of the

Chicago FHLB, (120 Billion in Assets), privately agrees with me and does not want to see it implemented,

but won't discuss it at our meeting publicly. Hmmmm...

LIKE (12) REPLY SHARE

MA Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Yes, we are under assault. How many people know that the agreement yahoo.com users had to sign

included acknowledgement that yahoo reads ALL the emails received and send plus all files, attachments,

links, graphic material, ALL of it ...

LIKED (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

lvrapplestock Mar 18

No kidding?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Marjorie Miller Mar 18

Thank you as always Dr Malone, for your hard work. This looks like a class-action lawsuit. I don't like to

give my bank info to anyone on the net, so I have a little dummy bank account without much money in it,

at a different bank, that I give to companies like Paypal, to have "access" to pay money into my account or

take money out to pay for something. That way if someone gets illegal access to it, they can only steal

very little, or if Paypal or another company decides I "owe" them money and decides to automatically

"take it back" without proper agreement, there's very little in the account they have access to. Only keep

enough in there to escape the monthly bank account charge! ;)! This is also the account I give to any

government agency that asks for a bank account to direct deposit into, like the Social Security or the IRS.

You never know when they might decide you owe them money and they just take it. In the late 1990s,

California DMV directly accessed my bank account thru the California Tax Authorities, because car

registration is considered a tax, and they can just take it, with no bank notification to you beforehand. I had

$212 I remember, and they took every penny, emptied it. Thus my current bank account practices!!! Any

place that has possible power to do things that I don't have the power to stop. But THANK YOU again for

taking on that #PowerGang, which at some point will encompass all of our accounts, emptied all at once, if

they so desire for any reason.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

John Guy Mar 18

That is good advice...

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Jacques Uze Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Ugh—awful. Substack needs to replace Stripe with a company that respects the law and privacy.

Write a comment...

Post Cancel

Larry Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

There is no choice but to leave Substack particularly with the new "head of politics". It is no longer a free,

independent organization and I cannot leave my information there. I suggest your website but that is still

not free from government interference. This is very very discouraging news! I can't state publicly how I

really feel this should be handled.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Ann Vanbrunt Ann’s Newsletter Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Dr Malone

Whew.... the Ca Ca THEY keep throwing at you, is piling up SO deep....because you STAND up for US.

Was ready to donate, but after reading ALL of the comments, decided to "watch and see" what is

happening.

You are being PRAYED for......you are STRONG, (and I will be watching the outcome of today's SCOTUS

trial about FREE speech.)

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jean Mar 18

Actually today's arguments related to whether or not to permit the lower Courts ruling that prohibits

Government censorship, to continue as the cases work their way through the legal system. Got to

listen to a small part of the arguments (via Bannon) this morning. The questions didn't seem very

positive toward an opinion preventing censorship.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

lvrapplestock Mar 18

Agreed. And frightening.

The nine-zip decision was because the case was so outrageous --left invented the charge,

convicted and sentenced, all in one motion. We may have let our guard down as the scythe

returns.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Kevin Mather Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

This is utter insanity. Any banking institution that pulls garbage like this should lose its charter.

Any Anti-Virus software that skims data & forwards it should be prosecuted and JAILED. Same for

automakers who sell information about driving habits or location data without consent. JAIL.

Fines are BS and this level of intrusion into our lives jeopardizes one of the things that made this country

so great: TRUST

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Betsy Mayer Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

This is a very disturbing development! I agree with the previous comment that an alternative to substack

needs to be developed. Will be praying for all you brave content creators that have been raising our

awareness of the fight for freedom demanded of our generation.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Meemanator Meemanator’s Substack Mar 18

I can't say I am shocked - definitely disappointed though. The agenda is alive and very real. My substack

is fairly new and I have many more free subscribers than paid so I am a teardrop in the ocean so I've not

received the notifications. I am a paid subscriber to you and a handful of others. It would be interesting to

know if Naomi Wolf has been notified of this. She and others who have been sounding the alarm might

need to know your position so they can join the fight.

One thing I know for sure - Substack may be under pressure from the cesspool, but they are a business. If

enough people push back they might find a workaround. Bud Light is still hurting.

Feels like the walls are closing in.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

MarkNW Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

I both donated and wrote a *respectful* email to the internal email addresses for Substack (there may be

even better ones I did not find):

Terms of Service- tos@substack.com

Press Contacts- press@substack.com

Substack Privacy- privacy@substack.com

The underwhelming Substack response to this Stripe totalitarian move either gets addressed by Substack

itself or they run the risk of major damage to their 'brand' and business. Substack will either stand with

their authors and the privacy and security of subscribers, or they will be complicit in destroying their

reputation and business.
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Jeck Mar 18

Thanks.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

MrsOpey Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Thanks for fighting this.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Ed megill Ed’s Substack Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Sometimes Best…

🤬

, Okay , I’ll say it. I

shoot back with LitiGatotrs with Teeth. Mamma raised Me; but, I ain’t No Momma’’s boy. Ed

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

D D Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

This action of yours is so important to pursue. I encourage everyone who can make a legal fund

contribution, to do so! If we stand together on this and other writers do the same, perhaps there can be a

turnaround. I know that the other end results have been disappointing (to say the least) in your pursuit of

legal action recently, and I admire you for taking on another case. I will make my donation to the cause

when I am done here. I send you strength and prayers for your success. Then again, even if you win, you

most likely would move; the new hire, Valentine, doesn't look promising for freedom of speech

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Jean Mar 18 · edited Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

I will hopefully be getting back to you re the substance of this essay. However. I want to note issues I'm

having, today in particular. I'm not sure what the cost to have a top line account. In theory, I may have two

top line accounts. I'm am having your essays delivered to two separate email accounts. One account

delivers to 3 devices. The other delivers exclusively to my cell phones. Today I have received 1 copy to one

of my cell phones. Substack occasionally has failed to deliver to my two cell phones only email (same

email acct).

I don't understand why, on the same account only one device is receiving this.

I'm not expecting you to take action on this. I wiil be making a donation to your legal fund now, in that I'm

concerned I may loose this copy of your essay as well.

OK. IT HAS FINALLY SHOWED UP IN THIS ACCOUNT! BUT I AM HAVING PROBLEMS DONATING. I

ENTERED AN AMOUNT AND IT DIDNT FOLLOW THROUGH FOR PARTICULARS. WILL TRY AGAIN HERE

NOW and see if I can get it to work this time!
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Baaaaa Mar 18

Interesting.

As one of the paying subscribers (necessary to comment here) I suggest that you separate the payments

from Substack and Stripe. This would involve having your own payment portal, or subcontracting for one.

The payments might have to be voluntary... in which case I would continue... however, you might have to

open the comments here for everyone (paying or not).

I think this is a small price to pay for privacy.

All of this is REALLY none of their business.

That being said, all federally chartered banks are subject to Federal bank examiners. I know... that was my

first job out of college... and all bank records are open to them. Normally, they are just interested in bank

safety and solvency, not personal information, but with this bunch in charge, who knows how that will be

twisted?

State banks are regulated and audited by state examiners. The FDIC has its own crews that can audit all

FDIC insured institutions.

Thanks for the heads up (bad news)...

Best wishes for all good things.
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LibertyAffair Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

Thank you for informing us. Troubling to say the least...
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Bianca Kennedy Out of the Ordinary World Mar 18

I have so many thoughts running through my head, I don't know where to start.

How about with this:

- First, thank you for refusing to back down! The manner in which you handled this is perfect, involving a

trusted litigator who can use actual legal intruments to fight this dispicable form of tryanny.

- Second, thank you for so clearly delineating why this is so egregious.

- Third, what you are experiencing and how you are confronting it now is guiding the way for the rest of us

in the freedom and truth movement, who may one day soon face a similar circumstance; we simply cannot

comply with tryanny in any form, or it will never end.

- Fourth, thank you for protecting your readers from this intrusive linking of records they are requesting.

Very thoughtful and very appreciated.

- Fifth, the entire Stripe/Substack request is such unadulterated BS. Perhaps, we can consider a class

action suit of some sort.

- Sixth, please retain your Substack readership contacts list and if you ever get forced out of Substack,

pIease let us know where we can follow you.

- Seventh, I will gladly donate to help offset the cost of the new lawsuit, and I encourage anyone able to do

so to join me in this. I would like to suggest as a way to facilitate extra donations, your including a

Founding Members option for Subscribers (at say around $200). I understand that a lot of people may not

be able to pay that, but for those of us who can, we can help with these additional expenses, and it will be

completely optional. Dr. M, you and your work are so worth it!

Thank you for staying resolute in the face of such personal attacks and injustices. Thank you for standing

up to evil and for millions of freedom-loving people everywhere.

Godspeed to you and your wife, Jill!

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

JustPlainBill Mar 18 · edited Mar 18 Liked by Robert W Malone MD, MS

I'm not quite ready to give up on Substack yet, but this and the personnel moves you described do not

augur well for the future. I have a dozen paid subs (in fact, you became lucky #13 today!), and given the

nature of their subject matter, I'm sure that many would (will?) find themselves being asked to subject

themselves to what you described, giving me correspondingly greater exposure to the mining you

describe.

Regarding this particular issue, I would be interested in having Substack explain the reason for having an

"exclusive" with a particular payment processor.

As an aside, I have wondered if subscribers might use prepaid CCs to avoid this privacy breach.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

John Guy Mar 18

UNDERSTANDING THE STRIPE DEBANKING CONTROVERSY

Stripe, a leading online payment processing platform, has recently found itself amidst a storm of

controversy and backlash. This article aims to provide an in-depth analysis of the situation, shedding light

on the intricacies and implications of the debanking controversy faced by Silicon Valley’s financial giant.
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This is my take on the recent article in Daily Mail UK 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/yourmoney/banking/article-12540653/Stripe-backlash-debanking-

controversy-Silicon-Valley.html

The Rise of Stripe

Founded in 2010, Stripe quickly rose to prominence in the fintech industry, offering seamless online

payment solutions to businesses of all sizes. With its user-friendly interface and robust security measures,

Stripe became the go-to choice for e-commerce entrepreneurs and established enterprises.

The Debanking Controversy

The debanking controversy emerged when Stripe began implementing stringent policies to regulate its

user base. This move led to mass suspending and terminating accounts, leaving many businesses in the

lurch. The ripple effect of these actions prompted a wave of criticism and raised pertinent questions about

the platform’s ethical stance.

Any business owner using Stripe or any other platform needs to review the terms and conditions and look

at the Prohibited and Restricted Businesses list so you can keep your business open.

Here is the link to Stripes list 

https://stripe.com/legal/restricted-businesses

Unpacking the Controversy
Expand full comment
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jtrudel trudelgroup.com jtrudel’s Newsletter Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

I hate to see this happening with substack. I've been here for some time. I've kept my newsletters "FREE"

for patriotic reasons, but that cannot continue forever....

It is chilling that America's weaponized bureaucracies are now tracking everything, thus allowing

something that resembles China or Stalin's Russia. If you buy a gun, bible, or fishing rod, you may wind up

on a terrorist watch list. That can lead to an early AM raid by goons, and perhaps getting shot or a visit to

the Gulags.

The ordeal being suffered by Trump and his supporters is the worst we've seen since before 1776. I don't

think we want to go down that path. Illegals run free, but citizens are being tracked and put in gulags.

Still, I'm here for for now. Do check our book "Invisible Treason." It is a quick read and was the "#1 New

Book on Amazon" last year. Probably another reason to be put on a watch list? Maybe. Trump and a fair

Election in 2024 -- despite intense propaganda and law-fare -- is probably America's last, best hope....

LIKED (6) REPLY SHARE

pretty-red, old guy Mar 18

Geez Doc. I have been wondering when the second shoe would be dropping. I can hear the stomp!

It just appears too obvious when you see the quote

". . . 2024 the year of the substack election"

You know that, surely, conservative authors on Substack are over the target.
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Doug Cragoe Mar 18

Why don't you just set up another bank account that you would only use to accept payments from Stripe?

Then you transfer funds out of that bank account when needed. Maybe use a different bank.

Or did they think of a way to stop people from doing that?

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

because that account can then be easily rejected for lack of credit history

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Doug Cragoe Mar 18

Nobody needs to have a credit history to get a bank account. It's not that hard to simply get a

new account at your current bank or a new bank. Or are you saying that Stripe requires a credit

history to send your money to a new account? If all they are doing is depositing money into your

account, there is no need for them to have a credit history.

Why don't you call your bank and ask them to set up a new account for you? Then have

Substack send your subscription money into that account. Have you called your bank?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jean Mar 18

D...m! Couple thoughts. Stripe take the SS cut and their cut out before they deposit your money

in your account. On that basis, short of proven Fed requirement, what is their justifiable

concern? Next, they've had a relationship with you without incident. On that basis, it should

serve any justifiable source of your operations.

So, if at some point push comes to shove and you need more time, a new account might be

worth trying for anyway. But I would defer to your attorneys advise on this option.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dram Mar 18

This unacceptable. I just canceled all my other substack subscriptions. I'll hang on to yours on substack

until you find your next home.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Tony Hunter Mar 18

Thank you for alerting us to this. I am going to contact Substack directly, register my displeasure, and

request that they find an alternate payment processor. I doubt it will carry much weight, but I do have

quite a few paid subscriptions here. Will be happy to jump to Locals or anywhere else as needed.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tony Hunter Mar 18

Email sent, with courtesy copy to higher-ups in Substack. I politely requested that they change to a

pro-free speech processor or at least open up the options to include some. I also politely reminded

them that those of us who do not wish to see the writers we support muzzled by censorious

processors can move to other platforms in just a few clicks. I encourage others to reach out directly

to Substack similarly.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tony Hunter Mar 18

I received the following response, within just a few minutes:

Hi Tony,

Thank you for reaching out and sharing your concerns regarding our choice of Stripe as the

payment processor.

We've chosen Stripe because it's a widely-used platform that integrates well with Substack,

providing a seamless experience for both writers and readers. Stripe's infrastructure allows us

to offer a range of payment options and currencies, which is essential for our global user base.

We understand the importance of supporting free speech and want to assure you that we are

committed to being a platform where writers can express themselves freely. While we currently

don't have plans to add other payment methods to our platform, we are always considering

ways to improve and ensure that our values align with those of our community.

Your feedback is valuable, and I've logged your request for consideration of alternative payment

processors that align more closely with our shared principles of free speech. We take such

feedback seriously as it helps us to continually evolve and better serve our community.

We appreciate your support for Substack and the writers you follow. If you have any more

questions or need further assistance, feel free to reach out.

Substack Support Team

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Tom Wigand American Discerner by Thomas Wi… Mar 18

Basically a corporat(ist) PR-speak message. Translation: "We'll say we're logging what you

say, so as to make you feel that you're being listened to. That said, f--- off, we don't care

what you think. Have a nice day."

>>"we are committed to being a platform where writers can express themselves freely"

[While enabling an infrastructure that will monitor and enable harassment of those who

offend the regime.]

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Tony Hunter Mar 18

I don’t disagree. I think it is a positive sign that they responded promptly and actually

addressed my concerns. I was expecting a form letter like “Thank you for your note, we’ll

get back to you in 3-4 business days”. That said, what they say is rather unimportant — it’s

what they do that counts. I like Substack and don’t have any particular reason to distrust

them, but I have no problem canceling all subscriptions and bouncing to Locals or

wherever else at a moment’s notice.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

GerdaVS Mar 18

My first thought was that all paid subscribers will have their bank accounts frozen the Canadian way.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Craig Craig’s Substack Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Robert - Perhaps I'm being naive, but wouldn't a post office box somewhere for cash and check donations

from people who don't want their credit card financial transactions registered on a website like

GiveSendGo be a way to bypass snooping?

I pay with cash for most things except food and gas. Try asking your bank for $20K cash of your own

money. They will call the manager. That's odd. We'll have to get it. It may take a few days. Why do you

want it?

Frankly, I think the noose is tightening.
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Soma6 Mar 18

You are not alone. Any person who is a manager of a LLC now must provide the Treasury Dept with all

personal information. Like, who the owners are, or managers, along with personal SS#, address of owners

,etc. The Treasury says the information they collect is to battle cartels and money laundering. The info you

provide is according to TD is,"safe" with them. Right. Most people who own commercial real estate set up

LLC's to insulate the "person" from personal liability in the event of a lawsuit. This new requirement is

another invasion of privacy. Don't provide the info and face a stiff fine. Welcome to 1984.
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Wikihospitals Wikihospitals’s Newsletter Mar 18

We run a closed membership website (discussing natural health therapies and questioning vaccine

safety) and have been using Stripe as our payment service. The reason we chose this provider was it

looked very cheap, no monthly fees. Well as the saying goes, if it looks too good to be true it probably is.

Like Facebook, the 'free' model may just be a hook to get in masses of users then harvest (and sell off) all

their data. Giving access to your companies bank account details is a total breach of privacy. It also opens

us up to litigation from other people we have made financial transactions from the same bank account we

use for Stripe. Their privacy has been invaded as well.

This week we will change to another online payment provider and yes, accept monthly fees.

Interestingly this topic was touched on by Andrew Torba, founder of gab.com a free speech/Christian

social media platform. Gab now focuses on paid subscribers only. Andrew talks about the problem with AI

bots along with big tech censorship and an increasingly hostile world. He says the future is closed

Christian communities that all contribute to support their tribe. I see this as being the future as the West

crumbles and war approaches.

Facebook is failing, like the old Twitter it's user numbers are bumped up by AI bots. uTube is not far

behind. Stripe will lose millions of customers over this.

Here is Andrews latest blog post. https://news.gab.com/2024/03/social-media-as-we-know-it-is-dead-

and-ai-killed-it/

And to both the Malone's your audience is loyal, and we will all support you. If I were you I'd start asking

people to submit their email addresses so you can always stay in touch if things get difficult.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Mark Miller Mar 18

I would continue to subscribe with payments by check, money order, or even cash. And if they ban cash,

I'll check into what the BRICS countries are using.
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Barbara Charis Barbara’s Newsletter - Journey … Mar 18

Read Blood Money by Peter Schweizer to understand what is going on...it gets to the CORE of he problem

that America is facing today. I, as well as many others, have wondered about all the weird things that have

been occurring in America...Many have never seen anything like what is going on today..
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Alex MacArthur Alex’s Substack Mar 18

I will be cancelling my Substack account , with which I have had issues before , because it was not my

intent to turn it into a source of income , even though I am virtually a pauper . I only wished to share some

of my insights from decades as a professional engineer having lived and having fulfilled assignments on

four continents .
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Nicky Gardner Mar 18

I have absolutely no loyalty to Substack whatsoever. However I DO have loyalty to you and your excellent

information. If you need to move to a different service, please let me know so I can follow you there. My

inclination (on your behalf) is to tell Stripe and Substance to get stuffed.
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Jean Mar 18

Thank you so very much for filling us in on this! Assuming Stripe is treating you ss an undesirable then

whomever can consider all of us paid subscribers as likely undesirables. (Look at the tenacity if pursuing

the J6 suspects - so lots of us are possibly impacted as well. Yes, surely suspect the CCP digital currency

and tracking may be an end goal

Several subscribed (paying) folks here mentioned canceling their paid subscriptions. If enough do this -

it's likely to be like a Bud Light attack. We could retain our paid subscription with you for ease of

communications. Or cancel yours too - having established a communications - payment arrangement

alternative.

With time and support, the best option is likely an independant setup for us (and other writers/subscribers

similarly situated and disposed).

As I've noted elsewhere, Stripe is getting all cuts to your moneys before handing off your moneys to you.

From what you've said, they're imposing these demands on a small set of SS writers. Aren't you folks

being unjustifiable discriminated against? You folks don't/can't represent any risk to them.

This is a topic, once the pieces and options can be shorted out, worth all of our getting back to as an

update, for further consideration. I/many to most of us, want to keep you financially comfortable. We love

Malone publications!

Let's us know what's happening and the ways we can help!

Very Bestest ♡♡♡
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Thomas A Braun RPh Mar 18

Astute analysis of the continued push to control American citizens ability to live in peace without

Governmental/commercial oversight!
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Obedient Subject Mar 18

bingo: control American citizens ability to live in peace without Governmental/commercial oversight!
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BANDERSEN Mar 18

I had this same request/demand to link my account. I can't remember from whom but I'm a nobody who

never receives incoming payments so maybe I was transferring money to a new bank account. They were

clear that they would be able to access all my transaction past, present and future. I said an emphatic

"NO!" and refused to link my account and my transaction went through just fine. It looks like all the

financial entities are doing it or soon will be ...to all of us. Good luck.
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Obedient Subject Mar 19

Drs Malone, are you consulting with a CPA to learn the best way to structure your Accounts Receivable

before handing over any financial data to anyone?

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Mark Mar 19 · edited Mar 19

The harder the Deep State squeezes, more people wake up to the fact you have to WORK to keep your

freedom.

Thank you Dr.’s Malone for all your work and efforts in this fight. And the tribe isn’t doing to badly either.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Ruth A Hill RN Ruth’s Plant Medicine Newsletter Mar 18

I will pray for you
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LSA Mar 18

Very disturbing. Dystopian. Could hardly be clearer. What you've received Mirrors a communication we

got from our bank some months ago asking for information hardly relevant to banking . Substack appears

complicit. Unlike X. God be with you, and all of us. We support you. Do you have an address to which

donations may be made?
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Creature Mar 18

This gets particularly interesting when you hold it up against today's SCOTUS hearing on the 1st

Amendment rights of social media users. At this time it's not clear if SCOTUS will find in favor of the 1st

Amendment, in which case we can kiss what little online free speech opportunities we have left goodbye.

Even those purporting to be independent of government influence will be backdooring us. Time to revive

the printing press?
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Craig Craig’s Substack Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Dr. Robert Malone would be a great pick for Commissioner of the FDA. I wish I had Trump's ear.
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ValG47 Mar 18

I really don't like the sound of this! Is there a way to clear my info for donations? I'd rather send a check or

some other way than get caught up in any/all my info going to the substack. (Yes, I know 'they' probably

already have all my info, but tightening up the ship seems important right now!)

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Danielle J. Duperret, ND/PhD Joy, Wisdom and Transformation Mar 18

That makes me think of the "Mark of the Beast" talked about in Revelations. Without it, you will not be able

to buy and sell... mmhh... it's getting mighty close to that. There's got to be some non-governmental ways

to trade...
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TOSHI MOCHIZUKI TOSHI’s Substack Mar 18

Thank you for initiating the legal action on be half of many other authors at your substantial cost. I know

other authors who had the same issues and Substack refused to accept my payment. If necessary, I am

willing to send a check.

Keep us informed. Thank you.
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Jean Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

**** For the record just now:

All my email on my newer phone has gone dead and they have been wiped clean of all emails I received

(quite a few) since 10 AM. I am unable to send from it (I do have different carriers for each cell phone).

That cell has had no stresses or drops today. Was working when I last commented to you, I think this

afternoon.

*****An additional thought re Stripe - could they be planning to sell info they gather to IRS? IRS has

expanded.
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Michael Williams Mar 18

WOW! It's a never ending communist push by the completely deranged, sociopathic left!
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Sheila Secrist Sheila’s Newsletter Mar 18

There's a fight here. But meanwhile why don't you just open a small account in a bank you never deal with

just for Stripe? That's what I did years ago with PayPal because I never wanted them anywhere near my

real bank or accounts. I don't trust any of them, not a one.
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DJ Mar 18

Maybe Substack needs to find a NEW financial alternative. Sounds like a start of what the Canadian

truckers went through. PayPal stopped their donations so they used GiveSendGo and Canada froze it. We

the People need to have a banking system that we can trust to NOT determine anything by who we

donate to. Maybe check out https://oldglorybank.com/ which has Dr Ben Carson and Larry Elder on their

board.
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BarbM Mar 18

Stripe = INVASION OF PRIVACY
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Tom Wigand American Discerner by Thomas Wi… Mar 18

Thank you for alerting us Dr. Malone! The tort of "intentional interference with advantageous contractual

relations" comes to mind as regards Stripe vs. authors and their relationship with Substack.

I have not (yet) received the "nice Substack you've got here; it would be a shame if something happened

to it" demand from Stripe. Probably just because I'm a small player / relative unknown in the Substack

universe, and they're going after the big fish first.

I would shutter my Substack before allowing Stripe to access such information, especially given its track

record. Of course, people shuttering their Substacks might be exactly what they're counting on.

In any case, Substack itself is at a crucible moment. Either quash this effort by Stripe, or BETTER YET

offer us alternative payment options.

Methinks that leading into the 2024 election we're going to see many more things like this, from all

directions.
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Diane Oliveira Mar 18

Is there a way to donate to your legal expenses without going through Stripe?
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Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

See the button at the bottom.
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Jiselah Mar 18

Maybe it has nothing to do with the current requirements of Stripe/Substack. I got an email today from Dr.

Mercola which I am subscribed to at Substack saying that the articles will be migrated back to his website

so it can be read free instead of behind a paywall. He also offered readers to contact support at mercola if

the subscriber wishes a refund for the subscription paid. He will continue to publish at Substack. I

presume it will be the articles in his website that can be read for free.
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Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

I suspect that this is related.
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John H. Mar 18

I was "hopeful" Substack could be the new bastion of "Free Speech".

I also referred several friends to it (one of which is now a publisher).

Unfortunately, I guess that was premature.

Thanks Robert for all that you do. Your legal efforts sound like they

might need to be a class action lawsuit. Pls consider (e.g. GiveSendGo)

letting others help you w/ the legal fees.

If you decide to move, I will be following....
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Carla Westerlund Carla’s Substack Mar 18

This new information is extremely troubling. What can we do as citizens to help?
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Jay Skywatcher Jay’s Substack Mar 18

Why not put up one GIVE SEND GO account for ALL authors to fight this using a class action lawsuit

against this overreach.

THESE DICTATORS NEED TO BE STOPPED by hitting them in a stock crashing episode of their own

stupid making!
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War for the West War for the West Mar 23

Payment processing is a commodity, there are literally hundreds of vendors who could process

Substack's payments should they wish to change providers. The switchover would be fast and effortless.

If this doesn't get addressed by Substack immediately, assume they are okay with it.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Larry Cox Larry’s View Mar 20

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/yourmoney/banking/article-12540653/Stripe-backlash-debanking-controversy-Silicon-Valley.html
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Larry Cox Larry’s View Mar 20

I tried becoming an author on substack just recently. I was amazed at how much data Stripe wanted from

me compared to a payment system like PayPal. I can send thousands of dollars with Zelle and all they

need is the email of the person I'm sending to?

We have been hearing about problems with people in banking almost as long as there have been banks. It

seems to be a classic way to stick it to your fellow man.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sheila Caldon Sheila’s Newsletter Mar 20

Why did Substack partner with Stripe? Why don't they just drop them, have you any idea?
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Kate Mar 19

Dr. Malone, I think what they are trying to do here is outrageous. I hope that you can beat it. If you are

forced to comply with it though, could you limit the invasion of your privacy by using a separate account to

connect to your Substack that you do not use for anything else? I greatly appreciate all that you do!
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Leif Smith Freeorder — seen from Denver, C… Mar 19

Major capitalization of alternatives to established tyranny supportive organizations is a necessity. This

could be done with new financial ventures aligned with the thinking of R. W. Malone. Ed Dowd and Jeffrey

A. Tucker will understand what I mean.
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Jim Irre Mar 19

I will not run screaming for the bushes to hide. I will stand and fight. Expect a donation to your LDF.
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Joan OConnor Joan’s Newsletter Mar 18

They are determined to squash us… really hoping SCOTUS slaps USG in the summer ruling on censorship
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Janet LeBoutillier Mar 18

It sure seems like an action wake up call for all us. Thank you Dr. Malone.
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Steven Payne Mar 18

Go to Locals. Have you checked into any other options. Obviously, Substack is breaking their promise.
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Jean James NY Nurse Mar 18

This stripe business will be the death of substack!
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Craig Craig’s Substack Mar 18

During Tucker’s interview Putin said that the financial institutions own most of the media outlets in Europe.

Another story told of bank customers (J6) being arrested by FBI with the help of the banks. The financial

institutions are owned by ultra-rich globalists. The financial institutions own the mainstream media in the

U.S., and Eastern and Western Europe.

Finance – surveillance – media. Strange combination.
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AlliGill Mar 18

By far your most important SubStack to date! Happy to support your effort. 

🙏
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William Mar 18

Check with Elon Musk. Twitter may be able to work something out. You deserve to be paid for all your

efforts without this financial harassment.
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Barbara Lee Mar 18

Any way you can make Substack free and we support thru some other methods like Give Send Go? That

would have a disciplinary effect on the totalitarians running Stripe wouldn’t it?
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Rosa Grimes Rosa’s Newsletter Mar 18

I am so sorry that you are having to fight this; will it never end?
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Cheryl B. Mar 18

Wow! My subscription renews in 6 days. Should I not be renewing to see how this plays out? Much rather

donate the renewal fee for the legal expense but I’d miss being able to comment :-(
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Mar 18

Maybe do shorter term if that’s possible…
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Cheryl B. Mar 18

I’ll look. I don’t recall seeing that option last time I renewed. However, while I’m sure I’m on many

lists, I don’t want to know for sure I’m on one by paying while Stripe is still in place. I think the

best short-term solution would be to remove the paywall and monies sent in some other form to

Dr. Malone to support his work &/or legal fees
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Annette Petrone Mar 18

How about an alternative like mailing a money order or a check to Dr. Malone directly?
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Noel Collis MD Noel’s Substack Mar 18

Where are the Republicans in Congress to at least fight back? Perhaps their majority is so narrow because

they won't stand up for a secret ballot or fight for the cause of freedom!
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Joy Shivas Mar 18

I think it is important to find another channel for payment. Please know that folks like me, living in New

Zealand, cannot send a check. The NZ Postal system doesn't allow it. New Zealand no longer provides or

accepts checks throughout the entire banking system. Those pieces of paper are now so passè as we

lose our financial anonymity down here. To send wire transfers from NZ would cost as much or more than

the subscription.
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Mark Stair | tipit.io Truer Info Mar 18

This is why many have promoted decentralized financial systems. Bitcoin is the most popular but not

practical to replace stripe/substack. Hive is a blockchain and crypto system that could replace these.

However, it's not easy to convert "crypto to bread".

I'd recommend to mirror all your content on a hive system and start earning hive tokens for content (in

addition to substack/stripe subscriptions).

Let me know if I can assist.
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Vincent Eugene Bush Mar 18

A fine mess indeed!

We/They, Us/Them, the onslaught is tireless. With dogged determination, they steal all that is dear to us.

IDK, but that we have all but lost this fight. The State has become a monolith of immoral destruction.

Hope is found in unlikely places.
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Ed megill Ed’s Substack Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Okay, I suck at computer stuff. If You can invent an optional mouse (Steve), why can You not create a free

speech, safe platform? Just Asking’? Ed

Edit - The worst word I use on this platform is Bill Gates sucks.
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Micheal Nash, Ph. D. Mar 18

He always has
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T. Paine Mar 18

WTF
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T and J Mar 18

I think I will cease all paid renewals.

And wait for an alternate to substack.
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John Guy Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

What a mess, there is an old saying "Life is one damn thing after another."

This needs to be a class action suit. Good luck. You should also contact President Trump and have him

talk to son-in-law Kushner. It is not good for Trump's image for this to occur.
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Lowen Gore Mar 18

Could the Substack account owner set up a specific separate bank account for Substack subscriptions

only? Or would Stripe's access to that bank account somehow allow them access to the owner's tax

returns, full investments, and purchases across all domains?
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DTT Mar 18

I think I might open a new banking account with a non-leftist bank such as Old Glory Bank?
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Melanie Reynolds Mar 18

I agree
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Melanie Reynolds Mar 18

This is terrible! Have you checked out other alternative sites? I think a PO Box is a great idea!
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T. Mar 18

And doc will have you go once a week to collect all those checks for him.

Haha, got your walking shoes ready ?
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Kurt Mar 18

The workaround for now would be to simply set up a separate bank account for the purposes of Stripe

(Substack) subscription revenues and account management. I would do this until you can have a lawyer

make either Stripe or Substack to back off.
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Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

all they will need to do then is declare not credit worthy due to lack of history.
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Kurt Mar 18

Would having enough money in that account be enough to overcome the claim of uncredit

worthy.?
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Jeck Mar 18

Who are the individual executives at Stripe responsible for this? I'd like to see their names used when

speaking of Stripe. I'd like for them to be held accountable as opposed to the non-person "Stripe". These

people are enemies of the American people. They are enemies of humanity. Their names need to be

attached to their evil doings. It is the persons driving the train - not the train itself - that need to be held

accountable. Who are these scumbags?
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Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

wish I knew
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John Guy Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

Irish entrepreneur brothers John and Patrick Collison founded Stripe in Palo Alto, California, in

2009, and serve as the company's president and CEO, respectively.

In 2011, the company received a $2 million investment, including contributions from Elon Musk,

PayPal founder Peter Thiel, Irish entrepreneur Liam Casey.

In February 2021, former Governor of the Bank of Canada and former Governor of the Bank of

England, Mark Carney, was appointed to the Stripe board.

More information is also at this link:

UNDERSTANDING THE STRIPE DEBANKING CONTROVERSY

https://nationwidepaymentsystems.com/understanding-the-stripe-debanking-

controversy/#:~:text=The%20debanking%20controversy%20emerged%20when,many%20bus

inesses%20in%20the%20lurch.

https://stripe.com/legal/restricted-businesses

**********************************

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stripe,_Inc.#:~:text=Irish%20entrepreneur%20brothers%20John

%20and,company's%20president%20and%20CEO%2C%20respectively.

https://www.forbes.com/profile/john-collison/?sh=5c58afd44f34

https://www.forbes.com/profile/patrick-collison/?sh=5ae5fb872727
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John Guy Mar 18

"UNDERSTANDING THE STRIPE DEBANKING CONTROVERSY"

https://nationwidepaymentsystems.com/understanding-the-stripe-debanking-

controversy/#:~:text=The%20debanking%20controversy%20emerged%20when,many%20busines

ses%20in%20the%20lurch.
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Jeck Mar 18

Thanks
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John Guy Mar 18

Irish entrepreneur brothers John and Patrick Collison founded Stripe in Palo Alto, California, in 2009,

and serve as the company's president and CEO, respectively.

In 2011, the company received a $2 million investment, including contributions from Elon Musk,

PayPal founder Peter Thiel, Irish entrepreneur Liam Casey.

In February 2021, former Governor of the Bank of Canada and former Governor of the Bank of

England, Mark Carney, was appointed to the Stripe board.
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Kurt Mar 18

Contact Jeff Childers (Coffee & Covid) who is also on Substack. He is a lawyer in addition to being on

Substack. I'm sure he will be keen to pursue this issue as well.
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Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

I know him well, but I have retained a highly qualified council.
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Kurt Mar 18

Good. Good.
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G Hansen Mar 18

Have you tried reaching out to Doomberg? He has publicly stated he is an investor in Substack AND he

seems to be fair minded and in support of free speech to me.
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Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

do not have contact info.
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G Hansen Mar 22

You can find and contact Doomberg on substack notes. I did contact Doomberg through

substack notes and describe your situation. His only comment was that he would look into it.
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53rd Chapter Mar 18

We have unsubscribed from Substack's email notices.
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Swabbie Robbie Mar 18

Are you sure that isn't exactly what Stripe is hoping you do? Self debanking. A lot less work than real

debanking and facing possible indictments for the bank. Better to hang in there and wait to see what

he authors will do. Hell, we are all on somebody's lists as "undesirables", "baskets of deplorables", or

"doesn't play well with others" anyway.
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Margaret Galvin Mar 18

The surveillance system continues to gather momentum, stripe is a form of digital currency. The fact

alternatives are not allowed by Substack, means it is colluding with the surveillance/control system.

Should authors even support such a platform? Should any of us support Substack if they are functioning

as an arm of the system? Is the whole thing a sham? What are the criteria that triggers Stripe to target

some authors and not others? What are the legal precedents for this if any? I guess we will find out. This is

a taste of what is to come, when the WHO takes over no person will be exempt from surveillance/control

and punishment for noncompliance. It is also a way of imposing censorship through the back door,

making it a daunting prospect for potential authors to sign on at the expense of financial privacy. Covid

really was a test run, and using Trump's word, society's compliance has 'emboldened' the power barons

in their continued plunder of our intellectual property, our bodies and our land. It will end with a land grab,

it always does. I am watching the Winter King series told from the perspective of a monk who was a

warrior in King Arthur's kingdom, it portrays all the same dynamics we see today, such as the

covetousness of human nature, although back then it was gorier.
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MA Mar 18

It looks like an example of what the EU is imposing on European citizens. Total control, carbon credits, etc.

For instance, regarding real state and land data ownership and private buying and selling of such

properties. An insane amount of data is required, all data MUST be electronic and the goal is to eliminate

paper/hard copies in the institutions that hold such data. Yes, insane. Irrational bureaucratic burden

impose on family own business and farms, a WAR on private property in other words.
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Debra Nolasco Mar 18

Here is a relevant substack article from Attorney Bobbie Anne Cox, from

today....https://attorneycox.substack.com/p/this-is-tyranny
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Eugene H Mar 18

Well if it seems too unbelievable to be true then you can bet the CIA in the background has a hand in it.
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David Merrill David’s Substack Mar 18

https://www.lawfulmoneytrust.com

You do not have to do it today, Robert. But you best get a look at ways to protect your privacy today. There

are some states that the Secretary of State requires no reporting to establish a proper trust.
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glissmeister Mar 18

Yes. The time for a writer-centric, contributor-centric platform is becoming apparent.

Substack cannot be saved from itself. It's not fit-for-purpose in the spontaneous role in open source and

uncensored medical science and policy discussion that has taken root and blossomed here.

This community of interests requires a dedicated safe space. That simply cannot be Substack.

It has already been created. Give it liberating structure so it may endure and may prevail over what is yet

to come. And come, it must. You see it happening now.
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Linda Brown Linda’s Substack Mar 21

I choose not to link my account. Where else can we find you?
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JWSPOONERMD Mar 21

Time to kiss Substack goodbye—immediately.
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Claudia Chaufan, MD, PhD Mar 21

Is there an alternative to Substack that authors like you, Dr. Malone, can migrate to? Or could you create

one such as a cooperative? Most people would leave and Substack would soon become irrelevant, a mere

subsidiary of NPR, Vox, etc.
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Ed megill Ed’s Substack Mar 21

Steve, You have the knowledge and expertise to start it. Do it. I, along with many others, will GO. I can do a

complete neuromusculoskeletal examination in Spanish; however, I suck at computer “stuff“.

😁

, Ed
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Ed megill Ed’s Substack Mar 21

Steve, You have the knowledge and expertise to start it. Do it. I, along with many others, will GO. I can do a

complete neuromusculoskeletal examination in Spanish; however, I suck at computer “stuff“.

😁

, Ed
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Craig Craig’s Substack Mar 20

In fact, Dr. Malone would be a great pick for a cabinet post. It's just that he's ideally suited to head the

FDA. He knows how that place works, and he knows how it should work, and he knows how it has in the

past. I've listened to him and I believe he knows a lot about the Food and Drug Administration and what to

do to make it a better public health institution.
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Wonder as I Wander Mar 20

Dr Malone: A thought while you’re sorting these Stripe issues out with your attorney… Why don’t you

establish an account with a credit union for no other purpose than to receive payments from Stripe? Move

the funds out of that account to another account in another institution as you wish. From that second

separate account, pay for your travel and anything else that is no one else’s business, and receive other

payments from patients, speaking fees, and anything else as circumstances allow. Then, you’ll have

nothing much to share with Stripe, other than what they already know. Win-win. Stripe gets boring

information to complete their “verification” and you get your privacy. Am I missing anything?
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Michael Boyd Mar 20

Mr Malone => say the word and I will start to pay you via Venmo :-)
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Sheila Caldon Sheila’s Newsletter Mar 20

This is very disconcerting. I'm not at all surprised though. All of our financial transactions have been

documented by various means, whether by PayPal, Visa, even our banking institutions, through which our

lives have been translated into data, filtered by algorithms and tied into the IOT (the Internet of Things).

Best wishes in your endeavors to fight back!
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WvVet Mar 19

Dang...I had hoped Substack would be a safe platform.
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Helen Collier Mar 19

We can expect a lot worse in the future. SCOTUS Jackson says the government is getting hamstrung by

the first admendment. What the heck does that mean?
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Barbara Lekowicz Barbara’s Newsletter Mar 19

Thank you for sharing this, Dr Malone. Evil is becoming more prevalent each passing day. I will be glad to

donate to help the cause, however am not sure now exactly where to donate! Perhaps on your website.
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Dr. James Phelps Mar 19
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Dr. James Phelps Mar 19

Sounds like Substack needs to find another payment processor.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Susan Desportes Mar 19

How about going to "Locals" platform?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Joan OConnor Joan’s Newsletter Mar 18

I use PayPal, does that still find its way through Stripe?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

jasmr Mar 18

Have you, or is it worth investigating gab.com? They claim to be setting up an alternative economic model

to fight against this trend towards total state control.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Shannon Rachford Shannon’s Ire ~ Opinion Deliriu… Mar 18

Oh well you’re only good in business when your platform “SubStack” is for true freedom. So goes this!!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

JB Mar 18

Can't say

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dianne Stoess Mar 18

I somehow doubt Stripe will get away with this. If I'm wrong, I'm sure an alternative will be found and you

and others affected can drop Substack (and Stripe) on their a_ _ _s. I think there will be enough people

affected to destroy them both. I would like that very much.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Carl Mar 18

Can you find an alternative to Substack. Be proactive. I know that you are. This is just my visceral reaction.

BTW, is there evidence that the Substack owner is being subjected to financial pressure or de-banking

efforts? In other words is there a story behind the story?
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Carl Mar 18

Can you find an alternative to Substack. Be proactive. I know that you are. This s just my visceral reaction.

BTW, is there evidence that the Substack owner is being subjected to financial pressure or de-banking

efforts? In other words is there a story behind the story?
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Tom Daniel Tom’s Substack Mar 18

Catherine Valentine was formerly with the WaPO and CNN - the COMMUNIST NITWITS NETWORK (sez

it all!); KKR (GLOBAL investment founder) - Henry Kravis - also owns "BARRACUDA" which specializes in

CANCELLING digital communication ( of which this writer has personal knowledge. )

Also, - Henry Kravis - is also a COUNCIL on FOREIGN RELATIONS member.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

sammy Mar 18

Class action lawsuit, sue the pants off of them, while simultaneously leaving the platform, only way to hit

them where it hurts is in the pocketbook, boycott them. Time for alternatives. Use X or Truth Social or

someone come up with something new, just like GiveSendGo, no need to use "Goscrewme."

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Daniel Plager Musings That Matter Mar 18

This is outrageous of course and Substack must be supplanted with a free market alternative, it seems. In

the meantime, can you open up a new bank account strictly for Stripe/ Substack payments and transfer to

your primary account from there for regular usage? I know, a ridiculous hassle, but if they were serious

and before one can find an alternative channel?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

Then they can reject based on lack of credit history

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Tom Tyndall Mar 18

Where do I send my personal check to next year?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Gene Bray genebray Mar 18

Doctor Malone has spent his life waging a Quixotic battle against Zika Mers Sars West Nile, Ebola. Against

Covid 19 he sounded the alarm like Patrick Henry and urged everyone to get the covid vaccine that he

invented. Now hes become an anti vaxxer. And from his 50 acre horse farm, he's asking for donations

above the subscription fee. after having made millions of taxpayer dollars.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

False narrative. "urged everyone to get the covid vaccine that he invented" = bullshit

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Gene Bray genebray Mar 18

But he is doing the right thing today and I salute that
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Jacques Uze Mar 18

Is there a way we subscribers can put pressure on Substack to switch payment methods?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

John Guy Mar 18 · edited Mar 18

https://stripe.com/legal/restricted-businesses

https://nationwidepaymentsystems.com/understanding-the-stripe-debanking-

controversy/#:~:text=The%20debanking%20controversy%20emerged%20when,many%20busines

ses%20in%20the%20lurch.

The debanking controversy has galvanized affected users and advocacy groups to voice their

concerns. Social media campaigns, petitions, and open letters have become powerful tools in

demanding greater transparency and accountability from Stripe.

Nationwide Payment Systems is well-positioned to be your alternative to Stripe.
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Jeff Mar 18

If those who haven't yet figured out that the RINO party isn't an opposition party to the tyranny party

never see what all this means, it may just finally come down to a show-down of government force against

those who won't comply -- especially non-compliance to mandatory visits to quarantine centers. I still say

I have nothing to lose by being gunned down by a government thug. Compliance to forced injections and

other such horrors still seem worse to me. Because if they ever get a mandate to stick, they will mandate

MANY routine vaccinations.

Hope the Court rules correctly on this recent hearing. We need as much time as possible to get larger

numbers. I still hear friends talking about the cowardice of RINO's, or their stupidity. They will be likely to

respond wrongly to a worse pandemic with a new vaccine if they don't learn in time that cowardice and

stupidity are NOT the explanations of the seeming incompetence. There may be a handful of really naive

ones, but that's not enough to make the relevant difference.
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MA Mar 18

"This enables Stripe to function as a gatekeeper for Substack content. Although Substack has touted its

commitment to free speech, the reality is far different from the pretty words."

Yeah... so that is the ticket. I remember when Substack was being bullied by the usual suspects for

allowing "misinformation" etc., that seemed to go away. Well, not so :(

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Patricia Mar 18

Just more control to suppress Freedom of Speech, by none-other than the current actor-in-charge of our

country. Interesting this is happening now, as the Supreme Court Justices’ are considering whether to

make any decision on “Big brother spying on American citizens”? I call “election interference”, IN MY OWN

OPINION! Sad, sad state of affairs now!
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Wendy Mar 18

Sigh. Back to Elon?
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Big E Big E’s Big Mouth Substack Mar 18

I’m so sorry this is happening to you and to all of us! Let’s hope your good lawyer and perhaps Mr. Musk

will help you fight this march toward social credit tyranny.

In addition to fighting legally, could you consider providing an offline method for donating to your defense

fund and subscribing to your Substack via a check or money order sent to a PO Box or similar?

People used to send money to one another in this old fashioned way. I know this snail-like method could

cause a paperwork headache for you, but it could break the stranglehold. We must keep cash alive and

perhaps this would be a good way to begin that process — bypassing the payment processors.

I will share this post with many who may be targets of Stripe. Should we Bud Light Stripe?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jake McGee Mar 18

From Gateway Pundit:

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/03/cdc-finally-releases-148-page-study-myocarditis-

following/

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

yes, amazing isn't it.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Jake McGee Mar 18

Utterly heinous. Seemingly no end to the thumbs the USG will drive into the eyes of its citizens

(citizens, as we all know, the USG holds in complete and utter contempt). Keep fighting, Doc,

you and your allies are in the prayers of many.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Tom Wigand American Discerner by Thomas Wi… Mar 18

Yes. Concerning this GP article, yesterday I posted on social media: "This gives a whole new

spin to the old phrase “nothing to see here, move along.”

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Doug Cragoe Mar 18

My comment quickly disappeared in less than 20 minutes. Strange. So here it is again. Why not just set up

another bank account just to accept payments from Substack/Stripe? Maybe use another bank. Then

withdraw from that account when needed. Stripe would only know how much money you get from

Substack.

So how will Substack/Stripe stop my idea? Maybe by saying you cannot change your bank account that

accepts payments from Substack?

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

Robert W Malone MD, MS Mar 18 Author

a new account can be readily rejected for lack of credit history. That is why.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Doug Cragoe Mar 18

Thanks for your reply. Are you saying a bank would reject a new account or Stripe would reject a

new account?

I just called my bank, one of the biggest. To set up a business account they will do a soft check

on your credit history. That's about it. It's not hard at all to get a bank account. There is no

reason you can't just get another bank account.

Now if Stripe saying they require a credit history to transfer your Substack payments to a

different account, then that should become widely known.

Or if Stripe is saying they will not allow you to transfer payments to a new bank account, then

that should become widely known. But if none of that is true about Stripe, your simple option to

keep your privacy is to open another bank account.

You are much smarter than me. So am I wrong somehow?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tom Wigand American Discerner by Thomas Wi… Mar 18

I think yours is a clever idea.

But I can't get past "but we shouldn't have to."

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Doug Cragoe Mar 18

Sure, but for some unknown reason Robert Malone in his replies to me says a new account

could be rejected due to a lack of credit history. I just talked to my bank - one of the biggest.

Nobody gets rejected from opening up a bank account due to a credit history. All Malone has to

do is open a new account, and have substack sent his subscription money there. Now maybe

there is some other reason this won't work, but it's not because he can't open another bank

account.
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SJ Mar 18

Do not comply! I am so glad you are fighting this. I hope you can get others to collaborate and share the

legal fees involved. Substack should also allow alternative methods of processing.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Swabbie Robbie Mar 18

Time for a class action suit? Does Substack wan to lose all its customers/users? It seems to me that

alternative platforms could be started for a lot less money than say starting platforms like Rumble. = Part

of the parallel economy.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Eugene H Mar 18

Time for BitCoin? I don't have it and really don't trust that either but I see no other way to conduct

commerce.
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valerio Memories of a Fool Mar 18

Hope everything will solve for the better.
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WRF Mar 18

Substack needs to find a different payment processor if this continues (or get Stripe to back down on this

unacceptable request). If Substack doesn't correct course it could risk loosing a sizable portion of the

clients that it has taken many years to build.
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BANDERSEN Mar 18

JUST SAY "NO"!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

I've Got A Special Purpose I've Got A Special Purpose Mar 18

Any entity that is not actively opposed to the regime's agenda will be subsumed by it.

Substack will resist.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

John Guy Mar 25

So who died and made Kate Starbird director of truth in speech in America?

"Kate Starbird Led the Censorship Efforts Against Gateway Pundit in 2022 – Now Her Goal Is to Control

Your Speech on X

On Sunday night 60 Minutes, a “news magazine”, invited anti-free speech zealot Kate Starbird on to

discuss the necessity to control thoughts and speech in America today.

Starbird went on ’60 Minutes’ to argue the need to control free speech in America today so that only one

viewpoint is allowed to reach the masses.

Kate Starbird is not new at this. She has been working with government agencies to stifle free speech in

America for years now.

Kate Starbird was successful in her efforts to censor and blacklist The Gateway Pundit before the 2022

election. Now her goal is to control all speech on X.

Starbird is a key player in the government censorship complex."

Stephen Miller and America First Legal is currently involved with litigants from the Missouri v. Biden

lawsuit, where Gateway Pundit Publisher Jim Hoft is a plaintiff. In the pivotal lawsuit the Attorney Generals

of Louisiana and Missouri are suing Joe Biden and his administration to stop censoring conservatives and

independent voices who do not echo and support current government policy.

https://twitter.com/America1stLegal/status/1716837649263022550?

ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1716837649263022550%7Ctwgr%

5E4a68e884d1eb7122a80aac6e46928d98428b5c1a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fw

ww.thegatewaypundit.com%2F2024%2F03%2Fkate-starbird-led-censorship-efforts-against-gateway-

pundit%2F

Part of the vast array of industrial Censorship Complex set up by the unelected officials of the Deep State

involves not just the official acts by the FBI as in the Missouri v. Biden case, but also the complex

ecosystem of system censorship represented in this critical and pivotal case against the “Election

Integrity Partnership” known as EIP.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/03/kate-starbird-led-censorship-efforts-against-gateway-

pundit/
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